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 msi or .exe plug-ins. 1. *If you purchased a licence for the .msi plug-ins*, you can download the .msi files from . Before you
install the plug-ins, please note that if you bought one of our .msi plug-ins, the plug-in download link will be empty. You will

need to click on the .msi link that is on the top right corner of the Ostrack website to install the plug-ins. 2. *If you purchased a
licence for the .exe plug-ins*, you can download the .exe files from . Before you install the plug-ins, please note that if you

bought one of our .exe plug-ins, the plug-in download link will be empty. You will need to click on the .exe link that is on the
top right corner of the Ostrack website to install the plug-ins. 3. After you installed the plug-ins, restart your PC. **Included
Plug-ins:** 1. The following plug-ins are included with this plugin: 1. *Renaming tracks* --- allows renaming tracks in the

audio or MIDI parts of projects, making it easy to identify tracks that are out of order. 2. *Transpose tracks* --- allows you to
change the pitch of all tracks at once. 3. *Pitch shifting tracks* --- allows you to change the pitch of all tracks at once. 4.

*Inserting/removing tracks* --- allows you to insert or remove tracks in the audio or MIDI parts of projects at any time. 5.
*Sample information in playlists* --- allows you to view sample information in the Playlist section. 6. *Convert tracks to stereo*

--- allows you to convert tracks from mono to stereo. 7. *Insert blank tracks* --- allows you to insert empty tracks to fill the
remaining space in the project. 8. *Quick expand/collapse* --- allows you 82157476af
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